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Abstract  
 
This article challenges a series of common assumptions regarding the Syriac transla- tions of 
Galen: first, about the quality of the sixth-century Syriac translations; second, about the status 
and role of Syriac as a scientific language; and, third, about economic forces and the motivation 
for excellence in translation. Finally, the circumstances that produced so many incorrect 
assumptions, and permitted them to persist for so long, are briefly discussed.  
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1 Introduction  
In an important article on the crucial role of Syriac in medical history, the late Michael Dols 
wrote that ‘the Syriac translations of Greek medical works were the vital, although usually 
forgotten, links in the transmission of the texts into Arabic and, subsequently, their dissemination 
in Islamic society’.1 The neglect of the Syriac sources, as highlighted by Dols, has been a 
consistent feature of modern scholarship.2 Indeed, it has been essential to the establishing of the 
myth of the ‘Graeco-Arabic translation movement’. Unfortunately, the reasons for the 
comparative neglect of the role of Syriac in the study of medical history go beyond the 
circumstantial (e.g. the lack of manuscripts) and venture into the prejudicial.  
 
Thus, for example, the relative dearth of both manuscripts and analyses of the few manuscripts 
that have survived has not impeded the entrenchment of a number of assumptions that could only 
legitimately be established through the proper study of a great number of manuscripts. The fact 
that these assumptions have been so readily accepted, while the relatively few surviving 
manuscripts remain largely untouched, should immediately indicate that there is a problem.  
 
In what follows, I will highlight three assumptions and attempt to demon- strate how they arose 
and why they should be rejected. In the process of doing this, a sorry tale emerges, not only of a 
neglect of the Syriac sources, but also of an attempt to diminish their value and significance.  
 
2 Assumption 1: The Quality of the Sixth-Century Syriac Translations  
According to this assumption, the early Syriac medical translators, especially Sergius of Resh 
ʿAina, took a literal or mechanical word-by-word approach, rather than trying to produce 
sensible, reader-orientated translations that re- flected the overall sense, thus producing 
translations that were inferior to the Syriac and Arabic translations of the Abbasid period.  
 
This is perhaps the most common assumption. For example, Lenn Goodman wrote the following 
about Ḥunayn Ibn Isḥaq:3  
 Recognizing that earlier translations into Syriac by Sergius of Raʾs al- ʿAyn and Ayyūb of 
Edessa were flawed, sometimes unintelligible, he redid these as well. As al-Ṣafadī long after 
pointed out, the old translators tended to proceed word by word ... Often the early workers would 
sim- ply set down transliterations; their attempts to mimic dead metaphors and preserve Greek 
syntax made their translations opaque. Ḥunayn rec- ognized the sentence as the unit of meaning 
and translated ad sensum ... He struggled to create an Arabic and Syriac technical vocabulary.  
 
And, in the same volume, Haskell Isaacs wrote:4  
 
To evaluate briefly the importance of Ḥunayn’s role as a transmitter of knowledge, it is 
important to know that Arabic scientific knowledge, until Ḥunayn’s time, was not only meagre 
but also lacked the terminology which is so essential for the transmission of thought. Although 
the trans- lation of Greek material into Syriac began in the first half of the sixth Christian 
century, most of such translations were of inferior quality.  
 
This, of course, raises one very important question—how could they have reached such 
conclusions?  
 
The Syriac Galen Palimpsest is one of the most extensive surviving Syr- iac medical texts. It has 
been known about since the 1920s,5 but remains unpublished—indeed, its contents are still in the 
process of being identified, although it appears to contain Sergius’s translation of Galen’s Book 
of Simple Drugs.6 Another extensive surviving manuscript is bl Add. 14,661, again containing 
books 6–8 of Galen’s Book of Simple Drugs, part of which was published in 18857—this still 
awaits a full edition and modern translation.8 The text of the other British Library leaves (bl Add 
17,156, ff. 13–15) were published in 1870,9 but nothing further appeared until John Wilkins and 
I published an analysis of bl Add 17,156, f. 15 in 2013.10 The Galenic fragments identified by 
Schleifer in Budge’s Syriac Book of Medicines have not been subjected to a systematic analysis, 
although I have published one important example.11 I could go on and adduce further examples, 
but the point is clear enough—virtually no one has actually read the sources, most of which 
remain unpublished.12  
 
Until the surviving Syriac medical manuscripts have been published and properly analysed, we 
cannot know whether the translations of Sergius were more mechanical or idiomatic, and how 
they compared to the later Abbasid period translations (but see below for some preliminary 
observations). It is clear, therefore, that it was simply impossible for the line of argument epito- 
mised by the above statements of Goodman and Isaacs to have been made on a sound basis. How 
could anyone make such pronouncements about the rela- tive quality of Sergius’s medical 
translations, when the Syriac texts themselves have not been analysed?  
 
More work has been done on Sergius’s non-medical translation activity.13 Interestingly, in his 
analysis of Sergius’s translation of the Pseudo-Aristotelian treatise On the Universe, Adam 
McCollum explains how Sergius avoids a ‘formal equivalence between individual Greek and 
Syriac words, as well as Syriac word order mimicking the Greek’—indeed, ‘Sergius is more 
concerned with the content and the sense of the Greek text and, therefore, offers (his translation) 
in good Syriac form’.14 It is not unreasonable to suggest that Sergius was as competent a 
medical translator as he was a philosophical translator.  
 
This raises another question—where did the very commonly-held negative assumptions about 
Sergius come from, if not from actually reading the texts? It is clear that Goodman derived his 
argument from a review written by Franz Rosenthal, in which Rosenthal cites the fourteenth-
century historian al-Ṣafadī’s observations on the contrast between Ḥunayn and his predecessors. 
The problem here is that al-Ṣafadī is referring to contrasts with the early ninth-century Arabic 
translations, not the sixth-century Syriac ones.15 And, incidentally, in the one case where we can 
test al-Ṣafadī’s assertion, it turns out that he was not correct in ascribing a literal method to the 
earlier Arabic translators (in this case, al-Biṭrīq).16  
 
It is well known that Ḥunayn himself was not shy in promoting his own translations at the 
expense of previous efforts. Regarding Sergius, Ḥunayn takes a rather dim view of most of his 
translations, but concedes that he improved over time—particularly following his education in 
Alexandria.17 A typical example, drawn from Ḥunayn’s Risāla,18 is this assessment regarding 
سجرس هلقن ناك دقو :Sergius’s translation of Galen’s Uses of the Parts of the Body Sergius al-Raʾsī 
has translated it into Syriac, but‘ ةٔييدر ةمجرت ةينايرسلا ىلا يسٔارلا poorly’.19 Such statements may be 
sincere on Ḥunayn’s part, and may result from the changes Syriac experienced in the three and a 
half centuries that separated Sergius and Ḥunayn (on which, see below). But it is also likely that 
self-promotion, with its accompanying financial benefits, was a significant motivation for such 
remarks.  
 
Recent research by Joshua Olsson has demonstrated that this negative view of Sergius was not 
ubiquitous among Ḥunayn’s contemporaries. Charting the development of the legend of Ḥunayn, 
Olsson assembled the relevant sources, beginning around a century after Ḥunayn with Ibn Juljul 
(944–c. 994ce) and ending with the thirteenth-century biographers.20 Interestingly, it is not until 
the account of Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿah (1203–1270ce) that we read explicit exalta- tions of Ḥunayn in 
which the efforts of Sergius are denigrated. For example:21  
 
 دجو امل هلقن حلصي نينح ناكو لقنلا ىف اطسوتم ناكو ةريثك ابتك لقن نيعلا سار ةنيدم لها نم ىسارلا سجرس نينح حلاصاب
طسو وهف حلصم ريغ دجو امو ديجلا وهف  
 
Sergius al-Raʾsiy, from the people of the city of Raʾs al-ʿAyn, translated many books and he was 
mediocre in translation. And Ḥunayn used to improve his translation. When it is found with the 
improvement of Ḥunayn, then it is the good one, and what is found unimproved is mediocre.  
 
Significantly, previous accounts tended to assert that Ḥunayn was preeminent amongst his own 
generation.22 Moreover, in terms of accounts that, according to Olsson, can be said to be more 
or less contemporary with Ḥunayn, the emphasis is again on Ḥunayn as preeminent amongst the 
early Abbasid trans- lators,23 and especially expert in the works of Galen.24 Sergius is 
conspicuous by his absence.  
 
The exception is a first-hand report by Yūsuf b. Ibrāhim b. al-Dāya, which is preserved by three 
thirteenth-century writers: Ibn al-Qiftī (c. 1172–1248ce), Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿah, and Bar Hebraeus 
(1226–1286ce). In this account, Ḥunayn initially falls out of favour with the medical 
establishment in Baghdad, only to later win them over with his brilliance as a translator of 
Galen.25 The Syriac version, preserved in Bar Hebraeus’s Chronography, reads:26  
 
And he (i.e. Ḥunayn) departed weeping. And he went to the land of the ‘Romans’.27 And he was 
there until he had learnt the Greek language thoroughly. And he was able to translate texts from 
Greek into Syriac, and from Syriac into Saracen (i.e. Arabic). And he returned again to Baghdad 
in the appearance of a Greek.28 And he entered before Gabriel, the head of the physicians, son of 
Bokhtīshō. And when he (i.e. Gabriel) had tested his (i.e. Ḥunayn’s) knowledge, he greatly 
honoured him and he named him ‘Our master Ḥunayn’. And he said to those at hand, ‘If this one 
lives, the world will not leave any memorial for Sergius of Resh ʿAina’.  
 
Crucially, although Jibrāʾīl b. Bukhtīshūʿ exalts Ḥunayn and states that he will eclipse Sergius, 
his exaltation of Ḥunayn contains no criticism of Sergius. Indeed, for the passage to have its 
intended effect, Sergius’s own reputation must have remained intact and of significance.  
Given this, the negative view of Sergius presented by Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿah would seem to be an 
exception rather than the rule in medieval medical historiography.29 Unfortunately, it appears 
that the combination of Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿah’s negative comparison and Ḥunayn’s own statements 
in his Risāla has led to the predominantly negative view of Sergius among modern scholars 
described above.  
 
Even though our knowledge of the Syriac medical texts at this time is still primitive, there are 
already a number of reasons to suppose that Sergius was a much better medical translator than is 
often assumed—I will mention now, briefly, four of the more pertinent reasons.  
 
First, there is the testimony of Sergius himself, who discusses his approach to the translation of 
Galen’s works in his introductory work on the Purpose of Aristotle’s Categories, addressed to 
Theodore:30 
 
When, therefore, we were translating certain books of the doctor Galen from Greek into Syriac, 
I, on the one hand, was translating, you, on the other hand, were writing after me while you were 
amending the Syriac words in accordance with the requirements of the idiom of this language.  
 
In his discussion of this passage, Henri Hugonnard-Roche rejects the notion that this refers to 
problems with Sergius’s style or linguistic abilities. Rather, it reflects a two-stage translation 
process, the first of which was oral and concerned with properly reflecting the Greek text, while 
the second improved the style of the Syriac in the process of committing the oral stage to 
writing.31 For McCollum, therefore, this places Sergius’s translation method in the continuum 
between the free translations of the fourth and fifth centuries and the more literal translations of 
the seventh century. Sergius’s approach thus reflects the status of Greek as a language of prestige 
while still showing a concern for Syriac idiom.32 This would go some way in accounting for 
Ḥunayn’s usual negative perception of Sergius’s translations. While both Sergius and Ḥunayn 
would have shared a concern for Syriac idiom, only Sergius would have worked in a context in 
which Greek was a prestige language, and thus aimed, through his translations, to facilitate a 
better engagement with the Greek text among his target audience—something no longer 
necessary by the Abbasid period (see below, on the differing socio-linguistic contexts).  
 
It is clear, therefore, that, contrary to what is often assumed, Sergius did indeed use a two-stage 
translation process, with the aim of producing a reader- orientated translation that took Syriac 
idiom into account, hence the phrase ‘in accordance with the requirements of the idiom of this 
language’. At the same time, however, he still wanted to accurately reflect the Greek text. It is 
this approach, which McCollum describes as a ‘mixture of the two well-known methods of 
Greek-Syriac translation’, that renders the contrast of free versus literal translation a false 
dichotomy in Sergius’s case.33  
 
That Sergius was not so mechanical in his approach to translation is further confirmed by the 
little work that has been done to date on the Syriac medical texts. For example, in Galen’s 
discussion of various types of asparagus, from On the Properties of Foodstuffs 57–59, the term 
γένος ‘kind’ occurs twice: ἕτερον δ ̓ ἐστὶ γένος ἀσπαράγων ... καὶ πᾶν τὸ τοιοῦτον γένος ... 
‘There is another kind of asparagoi ... and all that is of such a kind ...’. These phrases were 
translated as follows by Sergius: ‘There is another kind of asparagus ... and all those that are like 
these ...’. Thus, Sergius only used the loanword for the first occurrence, and opted to translate the 
second occurrence using a demonstrative pronoun.34  
 
It is also possible that Sergius felt able to make changes for more ideological reasons. As I have 
pointed out elsewhere, the Syriac Book of Medicines contains a ‘thematic abridgement’ of the 
part of Galen’s Art of Medicine (vi 3–10) that discusses how the size of the head is an indication 
of intelligence, mental aptitude and memory. The Syriac text, however, speaks o ‘virtue’ and  
‘evil’ where the Greek text speaks of ἀγχίνοια ‘quick wittedness’ and βραδυτὴς διανοίας 
‘slowness of thought’, thus replacing intelligence with morality.35 Of course, we cannot be 
certain that it was Sergius’s translation that was abridged in the Syriac Book of Medicines, 
although there are good reasons for thinking that it was.36 Nevertheless, regardless of whose 
translation was used, it is clear that the text has, to a certain extent, been ‘Christianised’.  
 
More examples could be adduced, but the above is sufficient to demonstrate that to label Sergius 
as mechanical in his translation activities, and as a poor translator who was insensitive to the 
needs of his audience, would not do justice to the complexity of the situation.  
Second, there is the testimony of Sergius’s contemporaries and near contemporaries, principally 
the anonymous source used by the sixth-century Pseudo- Zachariah, which states:37 
  
And this man was eloquent, and he was practised in the study of many books of the Greeks and 
in the learning of Origen. And for a certain time, in Alexandria, he had studied for himself the 
interpretation of the books of other teachers—and he knew Syriac, both reading and speaking—
and traditions of medicine. And, of his own accord, he was a believer, as both the Prologue and 
the very fitting Translation of Dionysius that he made, and the discourse that was made by him 
concerning faith in the days of the renowned faithful bishop Peter, bear witness.  
 
The context in Pseudo-Zachariah, in which this excerpt occurs, is very antagonistic towards 
Sergius (see below). A careful analysis makes it clear that this passage was excerpted from 
another source, which was much more positive towards Sergius.38 This would suggest that, in 
his own lifetime, Sergius’s learning, scholarly abilities, and prowess as a translator, were very 
much appreciated and acknowledged, to such an extent that the hostile Pseudo-Zachariah was 
unable to deny them—thus his attack against Sergius had to focus else- where (see below). It is 
highly unlikely, therefore, that Sergius’s contemporaries shared Ḥunayn’s opinion of the quality 
of Sergius’s work.  
Third, the criticism that Sergius relied too much on transliteration (pace Goodman) fails to grasp 
the specific socio-linguistic context in which he lived. Sebastian Brock has discussed the changes 
that occurred between the age of Sergius, in the sixth century, and the age of Ḥunayn, in the 
ninth century, by which time Greek ‘no longer enjoyed the importance and prestige that it had 
formerly had’.39 Using transliterations would have made sense in Sergius’s day, when the Greek 
language was still highly esteemed and Sergius’s readers would have wanted to be able to 
engage with the Greek text. In this sense, the purpose of Sergius’s translations very much 
differed from that of Ḥunayn, as the latter’s readers would have had much less interest, if any, in 
Greek.40 Furthermore, for technical terminology, especially botanical terms and such like, 
retaining a working knowledge of the Greek terminology would have been more important for 
Sergius’s readers than for Ḥunayn’s, for whom Greek was probably unintelligible. Also, as 
Brock observes, it is worth keeping in mind that, in the period between Sergius and Ḥunayn, ‘the 
Syriac lexicon had been hugely enriched by a vast number of new word formations and 
neologisms’.41 In other words, Ḥunayn simply had more lexical tools at his disposal.  
 
Fourth, it is likely that Ḥunayn was more dependent on Sergius than he admitted. This is in 
respect of both his general approach and the extent to which he relied on Sergius’s translations. 
In terms of general approach, Brock notes that ‘Hunayn’s own ideal of translation practice in fact 
had more in common with that of Sergius than with that of the seventh-century translators and 
revisers’.42 In terms of his use of Sergius’s work, Peter Pormann has noted that, while ‘Ḥunayn 
grasped the nuances of the Greek source text much better than Sergius and expressed them with a 
greater level of differentiation’, he is still ‘far more indebted to Sergius’ efforts than one would 
guess from Ḥunayn’s own account of how he rendered Galen into Syriac and Arabic’.43  
 
In view of the above, we can correct the first assumption thus: the early Syriac medical 
translators took an approach to translation that satisfied the demands of the context in which they 
worked, seeking a balance between the high status afforded to the Greek texts and the demands 
of the Syriac language, and with a pragmatic use of Greek loanwords; their translations proved to 
be immensely useful for the later Syriac and Arabic translations produced in the Abbasid 
period.44  
 
3 Assumption 2: The Status and Role of Syriac as a Scientific Language  
According to this assumption, Syriac was superseded by Arabic as the language of science and 
only functioned, in the Abbasid period, as a link between Greek and Arabic.  
 
The latter point is perhaps most easily observable in the work of Dimitri Gutas. The following 
quotation is instructive for establishing the general tone of his analysis:45  
 
The Graeco-Syriac translations ... were not subjected to keen criticism and demand for precision. 
This is best indicated by Ḥunayn’s sharp criticism of earlier Syriac translations in his Risāla, 
something which is clearly not self-promotion. It is therefore inaccurate to say or infer that Greek 
culture “flourished” in the monasteries and Christian centers before and during the first century 
of Islam, and that the Graeco-Arabic translation movement simply drew upon the pre-existing 
knowledge of Greek of the Christians.  
The translators were forced to improve their knowledge of Greek beyond the level of previous 
Syriac scholarship ... The Greek of the Syriac schools was not sufficient for the new standards 
required by the rich sponsors of the translations, and translators accordingly invested time and 
effort into learning Greek well because by then it had become a lucrative profession.  
 
This displays the same problems already identified in the writings of Goodman and Isaacs. For 
example, on what possible basis could Gutas know that the Graeco-Syriac translations were not 
critiqued, and that precision was not an ideal? This seems extremely unlikely. For example, 
Sergius’s translation of the Dionysian Corpus was certainly subjected to keen criticism and the 
work was retranslated.46 More problematic is Gutas’s uncritical acceptance of Ḥunayn’s blatant 
self-promotion, for which, as Gutas himself recognises, there was a clear financial motivation. 
Moreover, recent scholarship has forced us to raise, not lower, our appreciation for the 
flourishing of Greek scholarship in eastern Christian monasticism.47  
 
It is in this context that Gutas discusses, briefly, the purpose of Ḥunayn’s Syriac translations:48  
Ḥunayn mentions numerous times in his Risāla that he prepared some translations for his son, 
Isḥāq, from whom, presumably, he did not take any money. These were all into Syriac, as far as 
we can tell, and so apparently intended either for instruction or, more plausibly, further 
translation into Arabic for some other patron. The ultimate purpose was thus again financial.  
 
It is clear, therefore, that, for Gutas, the most likely role of any Syriac translation was as a 
stepping-stone between the Greek text and a financially valuable Arabic translation.  
 
The problem with this position, of course, is that, over seventy years earlier, Max Meyerhof had 
already explained that ‘the Syriac versions were made for Christian, the Arabic versions for 
Muslim patrons and friends of the translators’.49 More recently, the same point was made by 
Dols, who stated, ‘The Syriac versions of the Galenic texts were invariably made for Christians 
who were physicians and colleagues. The Arabic versions were made for Muslim patrons and 
friends of the translators who were usually prominent Muslim statesmen’.50 Moreover, John 
Watt has developed this further, demonstrating that the same applied to philosophical as well as 
medical translation activity. For Watt, it is clear that ‘Syriac was still vibrant as a language of 
medical science in Ḥunayn’s time’, and ‘Muslims who wished to take (Yūḥannā ibn Māsawayh’s 
medical) instruction presumably knew some Syriac’.51 This very basic point is immediately 
obvious when reading Ḥunayn’s Risāla. For example, regard- ing the ninth-century translations 
of Galen’s Book of Simple Drugs, the Syriac translations were made for Salmawayh ibn Bunān 
and Yūḥannā ibn Māsawayh, both Christian scholars, while the Arabic translation was made for 
the Muslim patron Aḥmad ibn Mūsā.52  
 
Furthermore, it is clear that Greek into Syriac and Syriac into Arabic were not the only 
trajectories of translation activity—Ḥunayn mentions three instances in which his nephew 
Ḥubayš translated a text from Arabic into Syriac.53 For example, regarding the Pseudo-Galenic 
text Motion of the Chest and Lungs, Ḥunayn states:  
 
Later, Yuḥannā ibn Māsawayh asked Ḥubaysh to translate it from Arabic into Syriac, which he 
did.54  
 
In this example, it is Ḥunayn’s Arabic translation that was translated into Syriac for a Christian 
client. The fact that an Arabic version existed was clearly not sufficient for Yūḥanna ibn 
Māsawayh—he wanted a Syriac version.55  
 
In other words, to view the sixth-century Syriac translations as inferior, and the ninth-century 
Syriac translations as simply serving a ‘Graeco-Arabic’ project, misses the point entirely. Indeed, 
as Watt points out, ‘while in a small minority of cases Ḥunayn indicates that an Arabic version 
was derived from a Syriac ... in the vast majority he gives no such indication’.56 The fact is that 
the sixth-century translations were used by Ḥunayn and his school for the production of revised 
Syriac translations as ends in themselves—very occasionally, they were also used for the 
subsequent production of an Arabic translation. Gutas’s position, therefore, is clearly flawed.57 
Furthermore, the fact that an Arabic text could be translated into Syriac again shows that Syriac 
retained its prestige and importance as a language of science among Christians.  
 
There is further evidence, moreover, that Syriac retained its prestige and status as a language of 
science, even into the later medieval period. This comes in the form of several esteem indicators, 
of which I will mention briefly five.  
 
First, Gerrit Bos and Tzvi Langermann have recently published a Judaeo- Arabic translation of 
Sergius’s introduction to his Syriac translation of a pseudo-Galenic work.58 The fact that 
Sergius’s introduction was deemed of sufficient importance to be translated into Arabic is in 
itself significant. Coupled with its subsequent transmission into Judaeo-Arabic, this demonstrates 
that Sergius’s importance continued to be acknowledged well into the medieval period.  
 
Second, the recently-discovered leaf from a Judaeo-Syriac list of simples, which was preserved 
in the Cairo Genizah, very much suggests that Jewish medical practitioners valued the Syriac 
medical tradition well into the later medieval period.59  
 
Third, recent studies on the ‘Syriac renaissance’ (eleventh to thirteenth centuries), which 
witnessed much scientific translation from Arabic into Syriac,60 have demonstrated the 
persistence of Syriac as a language of science throughout the medieval period. Watt puts it 
particularly well:61  
 
The writers of the Syriac Renaissance thus certainly owed much of their instruction in the 
philosophical sciences to their Arabic guides and teachers. But they also made use of Syriac 
versions of the Greek works on which the Arabic philosophical tradition was based. According 
to Ruska (and indeed Baumstark), these versions had been gathering dust in one or more 
monastic libraries, being for centuries untouched by readers, while secular studies among the 
Syrians lay dormant, like a sleeping princess awakened only by a kiss from an Arab prince. Such 
a scenario is possible, but it does seem on the face of it rather improbable.  
 
Fourth, as mentioned above, the first part of the Syriac Book of Medicines contains numerous 
quotations from the works of Galen. Budge’s copy, bl Or. 9360, was made from a twelfth-
century manuscript. We also now know that this manuscript was not unique.62 This testifies to 
the persistence of the Syriac Galen tradition from its inception in the sixth century until at least 
the Syriac renaissance. There is also the possibility that these texts continued to be copied and 
consulted until the modern period, which would mean that the Syr- iac Galen tradition did not 
diminish until the advent of western medicine in the near east.63  
 
Fifth, as Dols rightly observed:64  
 
There is a general consensus that Hunayn was highly skilled in creating a new and appropriate 
Arabic technical vocabulary for medicine; at the same time, the adoption of Syriac words into 
Arabic was considerable.  
 
Thus, I would argue that, just as the use of Greek loanwords in the sixth-century Syriac 
translations of Sergius and his generation should be seen as an esteem indicator for the Greek 
sciences and language, so the use of Syriac loanwords in the ninth-century Arabic translations of 
Ḥunayn and his generation should be seen as an esteem indicator for the Syriac sciences and 
language.  
 
In view of the above, we can correct the second assumption thus: the translator’s choice of 
language was not determined by the ‘stage’ of the translation but by the creed of the client for 
whom the translation was made; thus Syriac retained its status and prestige as a language of 
science throughout the medieval period.  
 
4 Assumption 3: Economic Forces and the Motivation for Excellence in Translation  
According to this assumption, the earlier Syriac translators lacked the financial motivation to 
produce the best quality translations. Again, this line of argument is most easily discernible in 
the work of Gutas, who, contrasting Ḥunayn with his predecessors, wrote:65  
 
The Greek of the Syriac schools was not sufficient for the new standards required by the rich 
sponsors of the translations, and translators accordingly invested time and effort into learning 
Greek well because by then it had become a lucrative profession.  
 
Thus:66  
 
The high level of translation technique and philological accuracy achieved by Ḥunayn, his 
associates, and other translators early in the fourth/tenth century was due to the incentive 
provided by the munificence of their sponsors, a munificence which in turn was due to the 
prestige that Baghdadi society attached to the translated works and the knowledge of their 
contents.  
 
There was certainly a strong financial imperative to achieve dominance in the ninth-century 
translation market. But this does not mean that the sixth-century translators were not similarly 
rewarded. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that the potential for rich reward existed even in 
Sergius’s day. For example, in their analysis of the Judaeo-Arabic translation of Sergius’s 
introduction (referred to above), Bos and Langermann raise an interesting point:67  
 
Sergius goes on to say that he did not want to undertake the task out of fear of incurring ‘the 
envy of those who are not satisfied by anything other than amassing money.’ Apologies of this 
sort are common in Syriac literature. However, we have not found any other case where the 
writer expresses his fear of avaricious envy; does this mean that Sergius was well-paid for this 
translation, and feared the envy of his rivals?  
 
This would indeed seem to be the case, as the following quotation from Pseudo- Zachariah 
suggests:68  
 
But in his fornications, however, this Sergius was very unrestrained in lust for women, and he 
was debauched and unashamed. And he was avaricious in respect of the love of money.  
Although Pseudo-Zachariah is clearly hostile towards Sergius, the last part of his accusation 
probably reflects the fact that Sergius was richly rewarded for his translations.69 Bos and 
Langermann, therefore, were very astute in their observation.  
 
Whether or not financial reward was Sergius’s primary motivation, however, is another issue. 
Sergius often used phrases like ‘the love of learning’ when writing about what motivated both 
him and his colleagues,70 and he also translated texts for which the potential market was 
probably very small indeed.71 Furthermore, Sergius himself claimed to embrace the ideal of 
monasticism as the proper seat of learning:72  
 
A saying spoken by the ancients, O brother Theodore, that the bird which is named the stork at 
that time rejoices and becomes strong when it separates itself from inhabited land and migrates 
to a desolate place; and it dwells in its ancient lair until the time of the end of its life. And 
likewise it seems to me that a man is not able to understand the opinions of the ancients and to 
remain within the mysteries of the knowledge of their books unless he has separated himself 
from the whole world and its ways and also forsaken the flesh—not (simply) in respect of space 
but (also) in respect of the mind—and cast off all its desires behind him. For then the mind is 
emptied in order to turn towards itself and to give heed to its very self, and to see clearly those 
things that were written, and to judge well those which were rightly said and those which were 
not thus composed— when there does not exist anything that hinders him in the course of the 
journey, such as one of those, which are in the carnal inclination, that oppose his swiftness.  
 
Moreover, Sergius embraces more than simply an ideal of learning for learning’s sake. For him, 
all knowledge—theological, philosophical and medical—was part of a coherent system for 
which a proper grasp of Aristotle was the foundation:73  
 
When, therefore, we were translating certain books of the doctor Galen from Greek into Syriac ... 
you asked me, ‘From where indeed did this man receive the means and beginning of education? 
And did he acquire an abundance such as this from himself, or from another man—from writers 
who were before him?’ And I, regarding these (words), replied, for the love of learning that is in 
you, ‘The chief of the beginning and means of all education was Aristotle, not only for Galen 
and his other fellow doctors, but also for all renowned writers and philosophers who were after 
him’.  
 
It was imperative, therefore, to have proper Syriac translations of Aristotle in order to be an 
accomplished physician, philosopher, and theologian—something crucial in the context of the 
intense Christological disputes that raged in Sergius’s day.74  
 
I would argue that, as a motivation for excellence in translation, this would have been at least 
equal to financial reward. Given that the consequences were eternal and not just temporal, and 
that lives rather than just livelihoods were at stake, however, perhaps Sergius had an even greater 
motivation for excellence. It is not acceptable to suggest that Sergius’s more scholarly and 
devotional motivations mean that the quality of his translations would have been compromised in 
comparison with the apparently more financially motivated Ḥunayn.  
 
In view of the above, we can correct the third assumption thus: sufficient financial motivations 
existed even in Sergius’s time; Sergius, however, also possessed what I would consider to be a 
higher motivation to pursue excellence—a devotion to scholarship for theological, philosophical 
and medical purposes.  
  
5 Rethinking Old Assumptions  
The above discussion has analysed three intertwined and deeply rooted misconceptions that have 
dominated scholarship on the Syriac medical traditions. To reiterate, we have the following two 
contrary positions:  
 
False:  The sixth-century Syriac medical translators took a literal or mechanical word-by-word 
approach, rather than trying to produce sensible, reader- orientated translations that reflected the 
overall sense, thus producing translations that were inferior to the Syriac and Arabic translations 
of the Abbasid period. In contrast to those working in the later Abbasid period, the earlier Syriac 
translators lacked the financial motivation to produce the best quality translations. Syriac was 
superseded by Arabic as the language of science and only functioned, in the Abbasid period, as a 
link between Greek and Arabic.  
 
True:  The sixth-century Syriac medical translators took an approach to translation that well 
suited the context in which they worked, balancing the high value placed upon Greek with the 
demands of Syriac, and with a pragmatic use of Greek loanwords. Their translations proved to be 
immensely useful for the later Syriac and Arabic translations produced in the Abbasid period. 
Sufficient financial motivations for excellence in translation existed even in Sergius’s time. 
Sergius, however, also possessed a higher motivation to pursue excellence—a devotion to 
scholarship for theological, philosophical and medical purposes. Syriac retained its status and 
prestige as a language of science throughout the medieval period. The decision to translate a text 
into Syriac, therefore, was not taken because it represented a step towards a more valued Arabic 
translation, but because the client was Christian and, hence, still valued a Syriac translation.  
 
Given how obvious the above true statement appears to be, one is compelled to ask why the 
contrary voice was the loudest throughout the twentieth century. I think there were several 
reasons for this.  
 
It is clear that the study of Syriac literature had a particularly unfortunate start in the west. An 
indicative example of this is the following quotation by William Wright, from a work purporting 
to be a sympathetic introduction to Syriac literature:75  
 
We must own—and it is well to make the confession at the outset—that the literature of Syria is, 
on the whole, not an attractive one. As Renan said long ago, the characteristic of the Syrians is a 
certain mediocrity. They shone neither in war, nor in the arts, nor in science. They altogether 
lacked the poetic fire of the older—we purposely emphasize the word— the older Hebrews and 
of the Arabs. But they were apt enough as pupils of the Greeks; they assimilated and reproduced, 
adding little or nothing of their own.  
 
It is noteworthy that Wright’s prejudices were already debunked in the middle of the twentieth 
century. For example, consider this statement by Manfred Ullmann:76  
 
But the Syrians did not confine themselves purely to the role of mediator. Being conversant with 
the concepts and content of Greek medicine, they had published independent writings in their 
own language which were then translated in the ninth century into Arabic in the same way as 
were the Syriac versions of Greek works.  
 
This makes the persistence of such prejudices all the more surprising.   
 
It could be that the reason suggested by Dols, namely the ‘eventual dominance of the Arabic 
texts and Muslim physicians’,77 accounts for this. It could be that the initial prejudices of Renan 
and Wright have never fully been cast aside. Or it could be that, in a well-motivated attempt to 
present certain positive aspects of Islamic civilisation to an often sceptical western public, the 
Syriac sources have been relegated to being a foil to the glories of the Abbasid period. It is likely 
a combination of all these factors.   
 
In this respect, as we have seen, the very label ‘Graeco-Arabic’ is flawed and probably partly 
responsible. Ḥunayn was not part of a ‘Graeco-Arabic’ project—he was part of a ‘Graeco-
Arabic/Syriac’ project, with the choice of target language determined by the creed of the client. 
Any other approach to his work represents an (often inadvertent, I am sure) airbrushing of an 
entire culture from our intellectual history—and the addition of academic insult to the physical 
injury being inflicted on their descendants today.  
 
In the middle of the twentieth century, Franz Rosenthal wrote:78  
 
The study of Arabic translation technique and the different schools of translators was initiated by 
G. Bergsträsser; others, too, have done very valuable research in this direction. But a renewed 
effort to establish the principles of Graeco-Arabic translation technique, both with regard to the 
syntax and, especially, with regard to the technical vocabulary, is imperative; the few pertinent 
Syriac translations which have been preserved should also be taken into consideration.  
 
It is a great shame that, fully seventy years later, we are only now beginning to take his call to 
consider the Syriac sources seriously, and to approach them without prejudice.79  
 
 
* This article complements another, in which I discuss the scope of the influence of the Syriac 
sciences on the reception of the Greek sciences in Arabic, and the treatment of the indigenous 
Syriac and Mesopotamian sciences in the modern scholarly discourse—see S. Bhayro, ‘On the 
Problem of Syriac “Influence” in the Transmission of Greek Science to the Arabs: the Cases of 
Astronomy, Philosophy and Medicine’, Intellectual History of the Islamicate World 5(3) (2017), 
pp. 211–227. The research presented here was read at two conferences: First, Galen in 
Translation, which was organised by Tzvi Langermann and Gerrit Bos and was held at the Bar-
Ilan University Faculty of Medicine in the Galilee (Safed, Israel) in 2012; and, second, Medical 
Translators at Work: Syriac, Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin Translations in Dialogue, which was 
organised by Matteo Martelli, Oliver Overwien and Christina Savino and was held at the 
Humboldt University (Berlin) in 2014. I would like to thank Matteo Martelli for his kind 
invitation to contribute to this volume, as well as for his helpful remarks on an earlier draft. I 
would also like to thank the two anonymous reviewers and Aaron M. Butts for their suggestions, 
which were gratefully received.  
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